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On 27th April 2005 the Polish Constitutional Tribunal (“the Tribunal”) has entered European
constitutional discourse very loudly when it annulled a provision of the Polish Criminal
Procedure Code implementing the European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision.1 The judgment
happened to be delivered at the time when the European University Institute in Florence
organised conference “Après Enlargement”, which aimed at evaluating the first year of the ten
new Member States with their membership in the EU and conversely, the experience which the
EU had with the newcomers. Some participants were very critical of the Tribunal for its
admittedly counter-European approach, which even led M. Wyrzykowski, the reporting judge in
the case who was present at the conference, to start his contribution by introducing himself as “an
accused judge”. This paper will attempt to do justice to the Tribunal and put its current decisions
in context of the wider constitutional debate in today’s Europe. It will do so on a basis of two
decisions, since the EAW Decision was soon followed by another judgment, which despite the
fact that it did not attract so much attention, deserves even closer look. It concerns Polish
Accession Treaty and the Tribunal in fact reviewed there the current state of EU law from the
point of view of the Polish Constitution.2
These two decisions deserve attention not only because the Tribunal was the first of the
constitutional courts in the new Member States to directly touch EU law.3 The decisions also
reflect current constitutional debate in Europe, which emphasises pluralistic character of the
European legal order and highlights the impossibility to find simple answers to the relationship
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between EU law and national constitutions.4 On one hand the decisions show how far
constitutional courts are willing to go in order to reconcile traditional concepts of state and statebased constitutionalism with the fact of their accession to the EU. On the other, however, they
also show impassable limits, which their constitutions impose (in view of these courts) on the
process of European integration.
The scope of this paper does not allow developing some general theory of European
constitutionalism or constitutional conflicts which arise after the Enlargement.5 However, it will
adopt the pluralistic approach, aiming at analysing constitutional structures beyond the nation
state as was proposed by N. MacCormick.6 Recent works of Miguel P. Maduro and Mattias
Kumm are taken as a special point of reference, since they move pluralistic constitutional theory
towards its practical application (not only) by courts.7 So, what is the practice of constitutional
pluralism according the Polish Constitutional Tribunal?

I
The Polish Constitutional Tribunal and its model of the European
constitutionalism: the Accession Treaty Decision
The decision which formulates Tribunal’s perspective on the European legal order in a
comprehensive way concerned constitutionality of the Accession Treaty. Although it was
delivered several days after the Tribunal had pronounced its “EAW Decision”, it must be taken as
a starting point.8
The review of the Accession Treaty arose out of applications of three groups of Deputies of the
Sejm (the lower chamber of Polish Parliament), which put forward several claims alleging
unconstitutionality of the Poland’s Accession to the EU. The following will not take all of them;
it will concentrate on those, which led the Tribunal’s to formulate its approach to the European
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Constitutionalism and its relation to the ECJ.9 It was mainly the question of primacy of EC law
and the role of the ECJ in the EU institutional system and its relation to the Tribunal.
All three applications alleged unconformity of the principle of primacy of EC law with several
provisions of the Constitution. They referred to the Constitution’s Preamble, which emphasises
Poland’s ‘possibility of a sovereign and democratic determination of its fate’, which was
recovered in 1989. They also invoked Article 8 (1) which states that ‘[t]he Constitution shall be
the supreme law of the Republic of Poland’ as well as Article 4 (1), vesting the supreme power in
Poland in the Nation. Other claims, which will be dealt with here, concerned the constitutional
role of the Tribunal as defined in Article 188 of the Polish Constitution. It would be undermined
according to the applicants, since the Tribunal becomes a mere “transmitter” of the ECJ’s
jurisprudence within the territory of Poland. In the applicants’ opinion the ECJ is building up the
EC/EU legal order in accordance with its own vision, not the desires of the Member States.
Petitioners expressly referred to the ECJ’s judgments in Internationale Handelsgesellschaft and
Costa10 to show how the ECJ’s constructs an autonomous legal order in favour of which Member
States have permanently limited their sovereign rights, which is contrary to the Polish
Constitution.

A Tribunal’s competence to review EU law
At first, the Tribunal affirmed its competence to review the Accession Treaty together with the
Act concerning the conditions of Poland’s accession and the Final Act of the Athens IGC where
the Accession Treaty was signed, which both form integral part of the Accession Treaty. While it
states that it does not have the competence to review EU primary law as such,11 it may adjudicate
on international agreements’ conformity to the Constitution, including international agreements,
which delegate12 to an international organization or international institution the competence of
organs of State authority in relation to certain matters in accordance with Article 90 (1).13 This
assertion means that in Poland ‘the authority of EU law can be accepted but only in so far as it is
compatible with national constitutional identity’.14 It is reflected by another Tribunal’s claim:
‘The process of European integration, connected with the delegation of competences in relation
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to certain matters to Community (Union) organs, has its basis in the Constitution’.15 The Tribunal
confirms here, that from its point of view, EU law is applicable within the Polish territory not
because of its autonomous authority stemming from an independent source of law, based on
limitation of Poland’s sovereign rights,16 but because the Polish Constitution allows so. It goes
further to state that
[t]he supremacy of the Constitution finds its confirmation in the constitutionally
regulated mechanism of control of constitutionality of the Accession Treaty and acts
which form its integral parts. This mechanism is based on the same principles as
those on a basis of which the [Tribunal] may adjudicate upon constitutionality of
ratified international agreements. In such a situation other acts of primary law of the
EC and EU being parts of the Accession Treaty, however indirectly, become subject
to the control of constitutionality.17
So, what this control has revealed? And how far the Tribunal showed to be willing to exercise
this control?

B Multiple character of the Polish legal system
The Tribunal starts the substantive part of its reasoning by describing its vision of the Polish legal
system. According to the Tribunal, from Article 9 also follows the multiple character of law
binding within the territory of Poland, whereby besides norms created by the Polish legislator
also acts of international law apply, which moreover have precedence in application in case of
their conflict with ordinary statutes.18 This multiple character of law binding in Poland is of
general nature and was created several years before Poland’s accession to the EU, thus it was not
formed only in connection and for needs of the accession. However, the Tribunal distinguishes
Community law from other international law. According to the Tribunal, Community law is not
‘completely external law’. Its primary law was accepted by all Member States including Poland;
secondary law is created in cooperation with representatives of other Member States in the
Council of the EU together with representatives of European citizens (including Polish) in the
European Parliament.19 As we will see bellow, the Tribunal is somehow ambiguous about the
nature of Community law. While here the Tribunal points to its special character, when it reasons
on the accession’s impact on the sovereignty of the Republic of Poland, it does not see EU law as
anything else than ordinary international law.20
The particular character of EU law may be seen according to the Tribunal also in that
requirements on ratification of agreements which delegate certain competences are particularly
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strengthened - legislative organs act as representatives of the Nation-sovereign or the sovereign
even acts alone through the procedure of the nationwide referendum.21
The Tribunal underlines uniqueness of the Accession Treaty in that while in case of ordinary
international treaties the elements of their future functioning are known at the moment of their
signature, the system of the EU has a dynamic character, since it allows changing the content of
law and principles of the functioning of the EU after the moment of accession. However, Member
States keep control over the development mainly because changes in the delimitation of
competences by using Article 308 ES require unanimity of votes of all Member States. The
Tribunal holds that no change is adopted against the will of a Member State.22

C The limits of EU law imposed by the Polish Constitution
According to the Tribunal, the Constitution itself imposes limits on the delegation of
competences envisaged in Article 90 (1) of the Constitution. This delegation must be limited and
must not encounter all competences of the State authority organ. It also presupposes exact
delimitation of the competences thus delegated. The Tribunal stresses that the Constitution does
not authorise delegation of the competence to issue legal acts or take decisions contrary to the
Constitution.23
From this presumption it develops two lines of constitutional resistance to EU law, first
concerning jurisdictional boundaries between the Polish Constitution and EU law, second
regarding fundamental rights. As will be shown, it draws inspiration from other constitutional
courts and does not differ much from their constructions allowing these courts to maintain some
control over the development of EU law and its impact on national constitutions.24
a) Guarding the jurisdictional boundaries
Firstly the Polish Constitution forbids delegation of competences to such an extent that it would
signify the inability of the Republic of Poland to continue functioning as a sovereign and
democratic State.25 Therefore, the independent existence of the Polish state is an insurmountable
threshold beyond which the European integration cannot reach. What is important, the Tribunal
expressly refers here to the “Maastricht Decision” of the German Federal Constitutional Court
(the FCC) and the analogous decision of the Danish Supreme Court.26 The Tribunal was inspired
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by these courts also when assessing its role as an ultimate guardian of the scope of delegated
competences:
The Communities and the European Union function, in accordance with the Treaties
establishing these organisations, on the basis of, and within the limits of, the powers
conferred upon them by the Member States. Consequently, the Communities and their
institutions may only operate within the scope envisaged by the provisions of the
Treaties. The Member States maintain the right to assess whether or not, in issuing
particular legal provisions, the Community (Union) legislative organs acted within
the delegated competences and in accordance with the principles of subsidiarity and
proportionality. Should the adoption of provisions infringe these frameworks, the
principle of the precedence of Community law fails to apply with respect to such
provisions.27
In other words, the Tribunal claims its ultimate authority over the jurisdictional boundaries
between the EU and the Polish Constitution. He even implicitly excludes that the ECJ could have
ultimate control by stating that
Member States can consensually accept – expressly or implicitly – interpretation
which goes beyond the strict frameworks determined by the provisions of the
Treaties. In such situations it is up to the Member States and their institutions to adopt
their own position. Every international organization remains a secondary subject,
whose establishment, functions and institutional arrangements depend on the will of
Member States and sovereign nations in these States, expressed in a certain way. The
ECJ has not been delegated the competence to interpret national law.28
The last sentence is probably meant to the effect that determination of the scope of the delegated
competences can be made only by interpreting national constitutions, where the ECJ’s
jurisdiction is excluded. This should be read together with Tribunal’s examination of accession’s
impact on sovereignty of Poland, an issue raised by the applicants. They claimed that it was not
‘an international organisation or international institution’ to whom Poland delegated certain
competences, but a supranational organisation, which is not envisaged by Article 90 (1) of the
Constitution. The Tribunal rejected the view that the EC or the EU could be anything else than an
international organisation:
The Accession Treaty was concluded between the existing Member States of the
Communities and the European Union and applicant States, including Poland. [...]
The Member States remain sovereign entities – parties to the founding treaties of the
Communities and the European Union. They also, independently and in accordance
with their constitutions, ratify concluded treaties and have the right to denounce them
under the procedure and on the conditions laid down in the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties 1969.29
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In this respect the decision is very much criticisable for such open hostility towards the Court of
Justice and its ability to resolve competence conflicts between the EU and its Member States.
However, the real consequences of these statements may be seen only after actual cases
concerning jurisdictional conflicts arise before the Tribunal. The same concerns existed after the
German FCC had claimed the jurisdictional competence in its Maastricht judgment. Later cases
(at least so far) showed that these concerns have not been so acute.30
Indeed a case, which may give rise to such a conflict, is now pending before the Court of Justice.
It was brought by the Polish Government against measures intended to change the system of
certain direct payments within the Common Agriculture Policy. Possibility of adoption such
measures was anticipated by the Act of Accession and they were actually adopted by the Council
before the date of the accession (thus without effective participation of the new Member States in
the decision making). One of the arguments put forward by the Polish Government is that such a
change actually amounted to a change of the conditions of Poland’s accession and was therefore
beyond the Council’s competences. The Court of Justice is in a very chancy position, since it
must also decide, whether Poland may actually bring such an action before it, since the measures
were published in the Official Journal too long before the date of accession and the period for
bringing the action had in the meanwhile expired.31 It is not excluded that the same issue may
arise before the Tribunal and it will depend on the ECJ’s reasoning how satisfactory the Tribunal
will find the ECJ’s review.
b) Protecting fundamental rights
The second limitation imposed by the Constitution on EU law concerns fundamental rights.
According to the Tribunal
[t]he norms of the Constitution within the field of individual rights and freedoms
indicate a minimum and unsurpassable threshold which may not be lowered or
questioned as a result of the introduction of Community provisions. The Constitution
performs the role of a guarantor of protection of rights and freedoms enshrined
therein in relation to all subjects of its application.32
This is not such a hard statement, as it could seem at first sight. Further in the judgment the
Tribunal holds that both the Polish Constitution and Community law are based on the same
values, which express the essence of a democratic state based on the Rule of Law and
fundamental rights. Also rights protected by the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms form general principles of Community law due to
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Article 6 (2) EU.33 Of outmost importance is the Tribunal’s statement that ‘this circumstance
makes fundamentally easier mutually responsive interpretation of national and Community
law’,34 complemented by the Tribunal’s remark that the duty of ‘“cooperation with all countries
for the good of a Human Family”, observance of the obligation of “solidarity with others” and
universal values, such as truth and justice’, enshrined in the Constitution’s Preamble, also applies
to external relations (thus to relations to the EU and its law).35
From this it may be inferred that the Tribunal does not intend to review every individual act of
Community or EU law. It rather reserves the right to control an overall standard of protection of
fundamental rights in the EU and would exercise its control only in case when this standard is not
satisfactory. It is therefore in no way different from the German FCC with its Solange II36 line of
jurisprudence and other constitutional courts in Europe.
The above showed that the position of the Polish Constitutional Tribunal is not different from old
Member States’ constitutional courts. Somehow innovative is however the Tribunal’s treatment
of the issue of supremacy and its reasoning open to the pluralistic construction of the European
legal order analysed in the following section. The question of supremacy is also connected with
the problem of constitutional conflicts. They may arise in cases described above. Kumm
distinguishes yet another type of constitutional conflicts: when EU law provision collides with a
special constitutional commitment.37 However, I would rather treat these conflicts as sub-types of
the former two. The specific constitutional commitment may lead to either competence conflict
(as is the case of Greek recognition of university diplomas issued by public institutions only, thus
in conflict with EC directives38) or the conflict over the protection of fundamental rights (as was
the Irish abortion case). Thus the question on how to resolve constitutional conflicts in such
“even harder cases” is related to the cases of “ordinary collisions” and therefore will not be
treated separately.

D Managing constitutional conflicts
a) The question of supremacy – applying Kumm’s principle of best fit
It is the question of supremacy of the Polish Constitution which is central to the question what
the Tribunal would do in case of conflict between the Constitution and EU law provision. The
Tribunal holds that ‘Art. 8 para. 1 of the Constitution grants unequivocally to the provisions of
the Constitution the status of “the supreme law of the Republic of Poland”’. However, in the
following sentence it continues
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‘[t]his is accompanied by the requirement to respect and be sympathetically
predisposed towards appropriately shaped regulations of international law binding
upon the Republic of Poland. By a conscious decision the constitutional law-maker
introduced Art. 9 among the fundamental principles of the Constitution of the
Republic of Poland, in a direct connection to the provision of Art. 8 para. 1, which the
applicants invoked as a basis for constitutional review. In accordance to it “The
Republic of Poland shall respect international law binding upon it”’.39
The contraposition of these two provisions lies behind the whole Tribunal’s approach to the
relationship of the Polish Constitution to the Constitution of the EU. In a way it allows to a
certain extent following Kumm’s principle of best fit, whereby
[t]he task of national courts is to construct an adequate relationship between the
national and the European legal order on the basis of the best interpretation of the
principles underlying them both. The right conflict rule or set of conflict rules for a
national judge to adopt is the one that is best calculated to produce the best solutions
to realise the ideals underlying legal practice in the European Union and its Member
States.40
These ideals are according to Kumm liberty, equality, democracy, and the rule of law, which are
common to the EU Member States and the EU itself. This assertion is expressly confirmed by the
Tribunal when it examines axiological orientation of the Polish Constitution and EU law in
relation to fundamental rights and when it finds that they are principally the same.41 It is exactly
this understanding of European constitutionalism based on principles, which allows managing
constitutional conflicts without the need to establish predetermined hierarchy between them.
Adopting Alexy’s theory of principles42 and understanding fundamental rights as principles43
permits their balancing in order to find the best solution, satisfying all principles to the highest
degree possible. The Tribunal’s vision of the European constitutionalism corresponds to this:
The concept and model of European law created a new situation, wherein, within
each Member State, autonomous legal orders co-exist and are simultaneously
operative. Their interaction may not be completely described by the traditional
concepts of monism and dualism regarding the relationship between domestic law
and international law. The existence of the relative autonomy of both, national and
Community, legal orders in no way signifies an absence of interaction between them.
Furthermore, it does not exclude the possibility of a collision between regulations of
Community law and the Constitution.44
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However, what Kumm expects from national constitutional judges is to give up supremacy of
their constitutions if it is required by the principle of best fit. In principle, he thinks the court’s
shift from national to European supremacy be possible because national constitutional supremacy
is not (or no more is) ‘a defining feature of national legal practice’.45 If it was, a national judge
trying to admit supremacy of EU law would not be considered to participate in national legal
practice. In Kumm’s illustrative example, he would be as a chess player moving a bishop
horizontally instead of diagonally and claiming checkmate after this rules-breaking move. As the
rules of moving chess pieces are at the heart of practice of playing chess, those who do not obey
these rules are not considered playing chess. Similarly, if the national constitutional supremacy
was at the heart of national legal practice, shifting to the supremacy of the EU Constitution would
disqualify its perpetrator from national legal practice. Kumm does not take this view and states
that contrary to chess players courts may change the rules of the national legal practice and that
they therefore may finally acknowledge the supremacy of EU law, which ‘would merely be
another step along a path of legal integration that has guided the development of national legal
practice for some time’.46
There are strong reasons why not expect that national judges may shift to the European
constitutional supremacy. First it is because this shift would actually be a constitutional
revolution.47 The power of judicial action does not reach so far and the issue should be left to a
political process or if possible should be left unresolved. Kumm’s assertion that ‘it is not the
political actors that are most concerned with the issue of constitutional conflict’48 is refutable. He
claims that no state has tried to override an EU law provision by enacting a special constitutional
act. However, this fact does not mean that such an EU law provision cannot be constitutionally
challenged on a national level (before constitutional courts) by political parties in opposition to
the government. This has actually happened in both cases we are dealing with here.
Constitutional override has probably never been enacted because governments are generally not
motivated to do so as they participated in the decision-making on the EU level. The opposition
does not have by definition enough political power to push constitutional overrides through
either. The absence of attempts to constitutionally override EU law is not the evidence of
politicians’ lack of awareness of (or their interest in) the issue of constitutional conflict.49 In other
words, the issue of constitutional supremacy is not a purely juridical one and a constitutional
court shifting from national to the European constitutional supremacy would probably provoke
strong political reaction.
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This is even truer in case of post-communistic Member States, which have ‘complex sovereignty
provisions’.50 It is hard to imagine that the Polish Constitutional Tribunal could make such a shift
when the Polish Constitution expressly states that ‘[t]he Constitution shall be the supreme law of
the Republic of Poland’.51 This sovereignty provisions have been enacted in a reaction to these
countries’ bitter past, when they were mere satellites of the Soviet Union. Brezniev’s doctrine of
“limited sovereignty” may illustrate how degraded these countries and their constitutions had
been before the communism failed. The doctrine was formulated in 1968 in order to justify
invasion and occupation of Czechoslovakia by armed forces of the Warsaw Pact and stipulated
that if communism had been in danger in some of the countries belonging to the Warsaw Pact,
the Soviet Army and in some cases its allies (one could rather say its serfs) would have had right
to intervene there regardless of this country’s government’s will. In fact, Soviet Army was
present within the territory of these states, sometimes even without any legal basis.52 The
experience of the Baltic States, whose independent existence was denied for almost fifty years, is
even much worse.53 Thus it cannot come as a big surprise that constitutions of these countries are
so much concerned with the issue of sovereignty.54
Furthermore, sovereignty is much more present in the political discourse of these States, which is
also explained by the role of nation-based sovereignty in providing ‘the basis for societal
mobilization without which the processes of state-building and state transformation would not
have occurred, or would have been less successful’.55 That these concerns persist and that the
concept of sovereignty has not been re-thought after the accession was shown during the debate
on the European Constitutional Treaty. The Czech President Václav Klaus referred to the old,
state-based concept of sovereignty when he summarized his “Ten theses against the European
Constitution”:
If anybody wants an even shorter synopsis, the meaning of the term ‘sovereignty’ – as
used in Article 1 of the Czech Republic’s Constitution – is the key to everything.
Under this article ‘the Czech Republic is a sovereign, unitary and democratic, lawabiding State...’.[56] The word ‘sovereign’ is of paramount importance in this respect.
The Czech law dictionary defines sovereignty as ‘the independence of a state’s power
from any other power within the state and externally...’. I am more than convinced
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that the Treaty establishing Constitution for Europe does not ‘fit’ into this explanation
of the term sovereignty.57
Klaus’s reference to the “Czech law dictionary” shows that the concept of sovereignty is
understood to be untouched by the process of European integration by the Czech legal doctrine.
In Kumm’s terms, it seems to be ‘a defining feature of national practice of law’. Even less
promising for a possible future change is the fact that as such a concept of sovereignty is taught at
law faculties and new lawyers produced by these faculties take it as a paradigm of their
understanding of constitutional law and theory of state.58
This is confirmed by the Tribunal. It expressly denied the possibility that the constitutional rule
of precedence in application of international law over ordinary statutes59 should be widened in a
sense that international agreements on delegation of certain competence would have precedence
over the Constitution.60 According to the Tribunal, constitutional conflicts ‘[w]ould occur in the
event that an irreconcilable inconsistency appeared between a constitutional norm and a
Community norm, such as could not be eliminated by means of applying an interpretation which
respects the mutual autonomy of European law and national law’.61 The interpretation ‘in a
manner sympathetic to European law’,62 which allows respecting autonomy of both legal orders
to the highest degree possible, has its limits in the Constitution:
In no event may it lead to results contradicting the explicit wording of constitutional
norms or being irreconcilable with the minimum guarantee functions realised by the
Constitution. In particular, the norms of the Constitution within the field of individual
rights and freedoms indicate a minimum and unsurpassable threshold which may not
be lowered or questioned as a result of the introduction of Community provisions.63
Then the Tribunal forcefully denies that it could give rise to a constitutional revolution by
admitting primacy of Community law:
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Such a collision may in no event be resolved by assuming the supremacy of a
Community norm over a constitutional norm. Furthermore, it may not lead to the
situation whereby a constitutional norm loses its binding force and is substituted by a
Community norm, nor may it lead to an application of the constitutional norm
restricted to areas beyond the scope of Community law regulation. In such an event
the Nation as the sovereign, or a State authority organ authorised by the Constitution
to represent the Nation, would need to decide on: amending the Constitution; or
causing modifications within Community provisions; or, ultimately, on Poland’s
withdrawal from the European Union. 64
b) Institutional choice
At first it seems that the Tribunal simply seeks to avoid responsibility for making such a fatal
decision, which would lead either to a revolt against the fundamental principles of Community
law as prescribed by the ECJ, or to a constitutional revolution by denying supremacy of its own
Constitution and shifts this responsibility to the hands of politicians or even the people. I agree
with Kumm that constitutional courts should face the conflict and try to address it.65 However, in
cases of open conflict it seems implausible that a constitutional court could say “A” if the
Constitution says “non A” only because EU law dictates so. Kumm proposes that national
constitutional courts should give precedence to their national constitutions only if the conflicting
constitutional norm is clear and specific and if it reflects a national commitment to a
constitutional essential.66 On this basis Kumm would give primacy to the Irish constitutional
prohibition on abortion, since it reflects such a commitment,67 however would not acknowledge
that the provision of the German constitution generally prohibiting service of women in armed
forces should prevail over the Community prohibition on discrimination of women.68 While the
difference between the two cases is obvious, the issue of abortion being ‘a high profile and deep
commitment of the mainly catholic Irish citizenry’ contrary to the German provision, which ‘has
not played any significant role whatsoever in German public and political life’, it still does not
give necessary grounds for courts to switch from national constitutional supremacy to the factual
supremacy of EU law.
The question of ultimate authority within the European legal order then turns out from the
question on which court has the final authority to the question of what are the limits of law. In
other words, we should ask how far can the conflict be decided by courts and what should be left
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for other constitutional actors, these actors being not only political process, but also
legal/constitutional doctrine and general public. This is not to say that the courts should give their
hands off the constitutional conflicts and that the question of supremacy is only for politicians to
resolve. Of course, the conflicts do and will arise and courts cannot avoid them. However, their
proper role should be to define how far the conflict may be resolved within the boundaries of law
and when it should be left for extra-legal solution.69 In this respect is Kumm’s contribution
extremely useful for it gives a framework for analysing the constitutional conflict and the role
which law and judicial process may play. However, the conclusion from such an analysis
defended here is different, perhaps because here the consequences of the Enlargement are
included among the relevant factors influencing the outcome.
c) The decision and ‘the Principles of Contrapunctual law’
Miguel P. Maduro’s ‘principles of contrapunctual law’ may provide further basis for assessing
the decision of the Tribunal and its actual contribution to European constitutionalism. These
principles differ from Kumm’s principle of best fit in that they are intended to govern situations
of every-day application of Community law rather than (extraordinary) cases of constitutional
conflicts.70 For this reason they are of limited use in case of this decision, since review of the
Accession Treaty is certainly not a case of every-day application of EU law. However, it may
useful to contrast how far these principles were satisfied in this “special case” and whether in
other cases of application of EU law the Tribunal was closer to them than here.
Maduro proposes these principles to be followed by courts (both national and the ECJ) when
applying EU law. First the courts shall subscribe to the idea of pluralism: ‘any legal order
(national or European) must respect the identity of the other legal orders; its identity must not be
affirmed in a manner that either challenges the identity of the other legal orders or the pluralist
conception of the European legal order itself’.71
Second, courts should seek to ascertain consistency and vertical and horizontal coherence in the
whole European legal order, which is a very ambitious claim, since Maduro proposes that
‘[w]hen national courts apply EU law they must do so in a manner as to make those decisions fit
the decisions taken by the [ECJ] but also by other national courts’.72 It may be added to this
claim that from the other side also the ECJ should take national courts’ decisions seriously.
Thirdly, courts should reason in universal terms, thus taking into account the whole European
context. ‘[A]ny judicial body (national or European) should be obliged to reason and justify its
decisions in the context of a coherent and integrated European legal order’.73 These two principles
may be summarized as they require that courts do not reason only from the point of view of their
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own legal order, but that they take into account the other – national courts primarily the EU and
also legal orders of other Member States, which would be an obligation of the ECJ too apart from
its role as an authoritative interpreter of EU law within its own context. They could therefore be
summarized as a principle of integrity of European law.74 In this respect the principles of
contrapunctual law and Kumm’s principle of best fit are very close to each other. The point of
both constructions is to make judges to think and actually reason beyond the limits of their legal
orders and to take into account elements (principles) common to both of them. Kumm’s principle
of best fit is distinctive in that it gives more normative account of what the courts ought to do and
how they should reason. Maduro’s principles of contrapunctual law on the other hand give more
colourful picture of what is at stake when courts make their decisions.
Finally, what is very relevant to the approach defended here, Maduro claims that ‘each legal
order and its respective institutions must be fully aware of the institutional choices involved in
any request for action in a pluralist legal community’ and that ‘the importance of institutional
choices in a context of legal pluralism only serves to reinforce the need to do adequate
comparative institutional analysis to guide courts and other actors in making those choices’.75
How does the Tribunal’s reasoning fits into this scheme proposed by Maduro? The pluralistic
vision of the European legal order adopted by the Tribunal was described above.76 The Tribunal
further develops it when examining its role in the cooperative relationship with the ECJ.77 The
Tribunal states:
The Court of Justice of the European Communities (ECJ) is the primary, but not the
sole, depositary of powers as regards application of the Treaties within the legal
system of the Communities and Union. The interpretation of Community law
performed by the ECJ should fall within the scope of functions and competences
delegated to the Communities by its Member States. It should also remain in
correlation with the principle of subsidiarity. Furthermore, this interpretation should
be based upon the assumption of mutual loyalty between the Community-Union
institutions and the Member States. This assumption generates a duty for the ECJ to
be sympathetically disposed towards the national legal systems and a duty for the
Member States to show the highest standard of respect for Community norms.78
When saying this, the Tribunal refers to doctrinal works dealing with the role of courts in a
pluralistic legal order.79
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At the same time, the Tribunal in no way makes isolationistic assertions, claiming the supremacy
of the Polish Constitution without regard to the European context. It expressly refers to the
European justification of the ECJ’s version of supremacy of Community law:
The principle of primacy of Community law in relation to national law is powerfully
expressed by the Court of Justice of the European Communities. Such a state of
things is well-founded on the aims of the European integration and the needs to
establish a common legal space. The principle undoubtedly reflects an endeavour to
ascertain uniform application and execution of European law.80
The Tribunal moreover protected the autonomy of the ECJ’s vision of primacy, when it refused
to review ECJ’s primacy jurisprudence in light of the Polish Constitution.81 Applicants referred to
the Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, where the
role of the ECJ’s jurisprudence for defining the scope of these principles is highlighted and to the
ECJ’s decisions in Costa and Internationale Handelgesellschaft82 to show that the ECJ’s
jurisprudence conflicts with the Polish Constitution. The Tribunal did not give many grounds for
its refusal to review, apart from stating that the Protocol is limited to these two principles and that
the Tribunal ‘fully acknowledges the importance of the ECJ and its jurisprudence’. However, it is
understandable: there are not many grounds in the Polish Constitution alone for acknowledging
autonomy of Community law and pluralistic character of the European constitutionalism. Thus
this silence rather shows Tribunal’s pragmatism and willingness to preserve pluralism in the EU
legal order.
However, all these pluralistic statements, to a certain extent aiming to show respect for integrity
of European law, are always from the other side undermined by reminders that for Poland and its
Constitutional Tribunal the supreme law of land remains the Constitution. It is in line with what
has been stated above: two competing principles are to be balanced: Poland’s duty to respect
international law obligations prescribed by Article 9 on one hand, and supremacy of the Polish
Constitution dictated by Article 8 (1) on the other, with the latter prevailing in case of ‘an
irreconcilable inconsistency between a constitutional norm and a Community norm’:
[n]ot only [the principle of primacy of Community law] - on an exclusive basis –
sufficiently determines decisions adopted through sovereign Member States in cases
of hypothetical collision between the Community legal order and the constitutional
regulation. In the Polish legal system such a decision should be always adopted with
regard to the content of Article 8 para. 1 of the Constitution. Conform to Article 8
para. 1 of the Constitution it remains the supreme law of Poland.83
Tribunal’s statements as regards its competence over jurisdictional conflicts between the EU and
its Member States, with its implicit mistrust in the ECJ’s playing decisive role, is even more
serious negation of pluralism within the European legal order.84 However, again: its real meaning
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will come to light only after the Tribunal will approach its first competence case. Similar
considerations apply in case of institutional analysis. The Tribunal states that in cases of
irreconcilable conflict it is for the political process to decide, it does not however give any criteria
which would guide the Tribunal in such a case. To judge the Tribunal’s observation of principles
of contrapunctual law we must look at other decisions of the Tribunal so far delivered. The most
important amongst them is the decision concerning Polish implementation of the EAW
Framework Decision.

III The EAW Decision – taking European commitments seriously?
A The EAW Framework Decision and extradition of own nationals
The EAW Framework Decision has been regarded as the first and most striking example of the
extensive judicial cooperation in criminal matters adopted within the third EU pillar.85 It arose
from the need to respond to the danger of terrorism and transborder criminality, something that
has been felt to be more acute after 11 September 2001. Its main purpose is to simplify and
expedite procedures for extradition of persons convicted or accused of crimes between the EU
Member States. It took the procedure from hands of politicians and made it purely judicial matter
whereby only courts of Member States cooperate without the need to turn to the executive, which
traditionally participated in the process of extradition.86
However, implementation of the Framework decision caused constitutional problems in several
Member States, mainly because their constitutions prohibited extraditing their own nationals,87
something which is required by the EAW Framework Decision. It is questionable how deeply is
this restriction indeed embedded in constitutional traditions of European states; it has never
developed in the Anglo-Saxon legal tradition88 as opposed to the continent.89
As one author observed, ‘[t]he justification of the rule of non-extradition of nationals largely
derives from a jealously guarded conception of national sovereignty, and it presupposes the
existence of sharp contrasts in the administration of criminal justice between states, resulting in
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potentially unfair treatment’.90 Conversely, the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice established
within the third EU pillar is based on the assumption of mutual trust of Member States in their
systems of criminal justice.91 While the 1996 convention on extradition between the EU Member
States92 (a measure which preceded the EAW Framework Decision) had allowed refusal to
extradite nationals by way of reservations, the EAW Framework Decision did not make this
possible any more.93 Some Member States had changed their constitutions to be able to fully
implement the framework decision, Poland nevertheless was not amongst them.94 The Polish
Constitution states in Article 55 (1) that ‘[t]he extradition of a Polish citizen shall be forbidden’.

B Surrender as a subset of Extradition
It had not taken so long for a question of constitutionality of relevant provisions of the Criminal
Procedure Code to arise before the Tribunal. It was the Regional Court for Gdańsk, which
submitted this question to the Tribunal on 27 January 2005, in connection with a procedure
concerning surrender of a Polish citizen for the purpose of conducting a criminal prosecution
against her in the Netherlands.
The Tribunal rejected the view that the constitutional review would be excluded since the
contested provisions were introduced into the Polish legal order for the purpose of
implementation of the EAW Framework Decision. The Tribunal stated that ‘[t]he duty to
implement framework decisions is a constitutional requirement following from Article 9 of the
Constitution, its realisation does not however mean automatic and in every case substantive
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conformity of acts of secondary law of the EU and acts implementing them with the provisions of
the Constitution’.95
Given the independent character of the Constitution, the meaning, scope and content of its
provisions cannot be determined by ordinary law. The Tribunal therefore firstly had to establish
whether the concept of “extradition” does encounter also “surrender” notwithstanding that
relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code have distinguished between the two with a
precise aim to eliminate doubts as to constitutionality of surrendering Polish citizens.96 Such a
difference cannot be decisive for constitutional interpretation, nor can the use of the term
“surrender” (instead of extradition) by the Framework Decision itself.97
Here comes the first important part of the decision, considering potential impact of ‘the
obligation to interpret domestic law in a manner sympathetic to EU law’ on the interpretation of
the constitutional prohibition of extraditing Polish citizens. The Tribunal examined whether the
duty of consistent interpretation exists also within the third pillar in case of framework decisions
and came to the conclusion that it probably does. Given the detailed elaboration of the principle
of consistent interpretation in its “Bio-components in Fuels Decision”, where it referred to the
ECJ’s judgments in Van Colson and Kamann and Marleasing,98 it is somewhat surprising that it
did not mention at all Opinion of Advocate General J. Kokott in Pupino, which had been
delivered long before the Tribunal was deciding this case and which had proposed to answer this
question in the affirmative, which was later (after the Tribunal’s decision) confirmed by the
ECJ.99
However, the Tribunal did not consider this obligation relevant in the present context, since it
found that the obligation was limited by the ECJ itself: ‘it may not worsen an individual’s
situation, especially as regards the sphere of criminal liability’.100 Unfortunately, the Tribunal did
not refer to specific ECJ’s judgments in its decision to show on which basis it constructed such a
limitation to the principle of consistent interpretation. There are three main counter-arguments
against such a simple conclusion. First and foremost, it is questionable whether Community
principles of consistent interpretation, developed in relation of interpretation of national law
provisions in order to remedy non-transposition (or incorrect transposition) would apply here,
where the framework decision was correctly implemented and what is to be interpreted is a
conflicting national rule. From the EU law perspective, more than the principle of consistent
interpretation the principle of primacy would have been relevant and the question whether it
applied also in context of the third pillar would have been at stake instead (whether the national
rule implementing an EU obligation should have had precedence over another rule of national
law being hierarchically superior to it). Second, even if the Community principle of consistent
interpretation had been applicable, contrary to what the Tribunal stated, consistent interpretation
sometimes led to ‘worsening individuals’ situation’ given its application also between individuals
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and its role in giving full effect to EC law.101 It is true that the ECJ stated in Arcaro that consistent
interpretation ‘reaches a limit where such an interpretation leads to the imposition on an
individual of an obligation laid down by a directive which has not been transposed’,102 however
this case concerned a situation where criminal liability would have been imposed on an
individual.103 This is related to the last counter-argument: surrendering a person does not affect
his criminal liability. He is liable in criminal law of the State issuing the EAW regardless the fact
whether he would be finally surrendered or not. Cases which prohibited imposition of criminal
liability by way of consistent interpretation104 did in no way concern procedural law,105 to which
surrendering pertains.106 Thus when referring to the exclusion of consistent interpretation imposed
by the ECJ, the Tribunal avoided the question too easily. However, it would have most probably
reached the same conclusion given the limits imposed on consistent interpretation by the Polish
Constitution itself. As we know, the Tribunal limited the effects of consistent interpretation to the
effect that it may in no event lead to a contradiction with the explicit wording of the Constitution,
when the constitutional standard of fundamental rights protection forms a particular
‘unsurpassable threshold’.107 Thus interpretation of the concept of extradition would have had to
be made by reference to the Polish Constitution alone anyway.
The Tribunal rejected the view that the constitutional legislator could have in mind this difference
and prohibited extradition of Polish citizens in a strict sense only while at the same time excluded
surrender from the scope of this prohibition. According to the Tribunal, firstly both terms had
been treated indifferently in the Polish legal discourse and the Constitutional legislator did not
distinguish between them, secondly at the time when the Constitution was adopted (in 1997), the
EAW Framework Decision, which used the term “surrender” instead of “extradition”, had not
existed yet.108 The Tribunal then went on to consider whether the surrender was essentially the
same institute as extradition. Its reasoning was somewhat illogical, since it dealt with the
differences between the two at a substantial part of the whole judgment109 only for finally stating
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that the differences exists on a level of ordinary law, which cannot determine constitutional
interpretation of the term “extradition”. Then the Tribunal found that surrender was only a kind
of extradition, since they both aimed at the transfer of a prosecuted, or sentenced, person for the
purpose of conducting a criminal prosecution or executing a penalty. For this reason it declared
relevant provision of the Criminal Procedure Code unconstitutional.110

C Temporal limitation of the decision’s effect as a case of balancing competing
principles
Up to this point the decision may be very much criticized because the Tribunal probably had
interpretative ways to avoid the constitutional conflict and for some reasons did not follow them.
However, the efforts it then made in order to avoid actual conflict and incoherency in the
European legal order arising from its annulment decision and the way in which it reasoned to
reach this result may serve as an excellent example what constitutional courts should do in cases
of true irreconcilable conflicts between their constitutions and EU law.111
The Tribunal found that the mere annulling of the conflicting provision is neither equivalent to
nor sufficient for achieving conformity of law to the Constitution, since such state of things may
be realized only by intervention of the legislature. It referred to Article 9 of the Constitution,
which states that ‘[Poland] shall respect international law binding upon it’.112 Mere annulment of
the provision implementing Poland’s obligations stemming from the EAW Framework Decision
would have inevitably led to a breach of this constitutional principle. Therefore a change of
Article 55 (1) of the Constitution and subsequent reintroduction of the annulled provision into the
Polish legal order were considered necessary for attaining full conformity with the
Constitution.113
The Tribunal found the way out: prospective temporal limitation of effects of the decision so as
the constitutional legislator may adopt necessary amendments to the Constitution and
subsequently reintroduce the annulled provision into the Polish legal system, while the provision
temporarily remains in force.114 The Tribunal stressed that this temporal limitation of the effects
of the decision ‘activates a duty of immediate initiation of respective legislative activities by
competent authorities’115 and that it also means that courts continue to be under a duty to
temporarily apply the annulled provision.116
The Tribunal limited the effects of its decision for a maximum period allowed by Article 190 (3)
of the Constitution – 18 months. In order to justify this maximum limitation it referred to
constitutional values,
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‘particularly Poland’s obligation to respect international law, but also public order
and security, for whose attainment surrendering of prosecuted persons to other States
[...] contributes, and also regard to the fact that Poland and other Member States of
the European Union are bound by the same structural principles attaining proper
administration of justice and due process before an independent court, even in case if
it is connected with Polish citizens’ deprivation of guarantees following from the
prohibition of extradition[117] in the extent necessary for realization of the institute of
surrender on a basis of the EAW. The care for fulfillment of a value, which is
Poland’s credibility in the international relations as a state which respects [the]
fundamental rule pacta sunt servanda speaks furthermore for this’.118
Here comes the point when we may again assess how faithful to the principles of contrapunctual
law the Tribunal was.119 The first principle (to respect pluralism in the European legal order) was
not questioned here, since the Tribunal did not review the Framework Decision but national law
implementing it.120 The second principle of coherence was probably not satisfied fully with regard
to the Tribunal’s treatment of the principle of consistent interpretation.121 On the other hand, the
Tribunal expressly referred to other Member States which had to amend their constitutions in
consequence of their inconformity with EU law.122 Thus the Tribunal uses their constitutional
practice as a further justification for its reference to the constitutional legislator who is obliged to
attain conformity of the Polish legal order with its EU commitments.
What must be appreciated most is the Tribunal’s care for the European context of its decisionmaking, thus its fulfilment of the principle of universalizability, particularly in contrast to the
German FCC annulling national implementation several weeks after the Tribunal. The Tribunal
referred to a possibility of using so called ‘disciplinary clause’, contained in Article 39 of the Act
on Accession, against Poland. However, it stressed that
[i]t is necessary to state expressly, that the duty of timely implementation of
obligations stemming from this decision has a wider than juridical or – in
consequence of use of sanctions against Poland – economical justification.
The growth of criminality, particularly organized and transborder, compels looking
for procedural means adequate to its extent, intensity and specificity, which would
allow necessarily prompt reaction from the part of judicial bodies. The effectiveness
of fighting this criminality to a great extent depends on transferring of cooperation
between the EU Member States on a more advanced level than a traditional institute
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of extradition.[123] It is possible owing to high mutual trust in the level of legal orders,
created on a basis of structural principles ascertaining protection of fundamental
human rights and freedoms. Common standards of this protection justify withdrawal
from some formal guarantees, which classical measures of international cooperation
contain.
The system of surrendering persons among judicial bodies created in the [EAW
Framework Decision] shall serve not only realization of Union’s aims, which is
creation of a common area of freedom, security and justice. The Tribunal stresses
again that the institute of the EAW has a far reaching importance for proper
functioning of the Polish justice and primarily for strengthening its internal security;
thus attainment of its functioning should be the highest priority of the Polish
legislator.124
Conversely the German FCC did not take possible consequences of its decision on the European
level into account at all and annulled an act implementing the EAW Framework Decision
altogether with immediate.125 The decision caused serious disturbances within the European legal
order of a kind the Polish Constitutional Tribunal effectively avoided while at the same time still
protected its Constitution.
Firstly the FCC’s decision provoked a severe reaction from the part of the Spanish High Court
(Audiencia Nacional) in Madrid,126 whose EAW was dismissed in consequence of the FCC
decision. Regulatory chamber of this court (thus not deciding on a particular case but giving a
decision on a question of principle) decided that because Germany excluded itself from the
European system of cooperation in criminal matters, the High Court would (in line with the
principle of reciprocity) treat German requests for surrender as conventional extraditions.127 Even
if this amounts to another breach of EU law, this time committed by the Spanish court, in fact it
is a necessary consequence of the absence of proper implementation of the EAW Framework
Decision in one Member State.
Another, probably much more serious consequence for the European legal order arises generally:
in fact the FCC created legal vacuum in extradition (or surrendering) persons among EU Member
States, since other Member States actually cannot in case of German requests use traditional
extradition procedures based on previous international conventions. According to Article 31 of
the EAW Framework Decision they were replaced thereby.128 It is a “Catch-XXII-like situation”:
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Germany cannot request surrender on a basis of the EAW, since it has been erased from the
German legal system by the FCC. From the other side however, other Member States cannot
surrender requested person otherwise but on a basis of the EAW.
From this short and elective comparison we can easily see that the Tribunal took its European
mandate much more seriously than the FCC did. However, last Maduro’s principle remains to
analyse: institutional choice contained in Tribunal’s passing the wheel to the legislator or more
widely, political process.

D “Unbearable lightness of having the choice”: did the Tribunal fulfil its
institutional role properly?
It has been observed above that the Tribunal’s reference to the Nation-sovereign or its
representatives in case of an irreconcilable constitutional conflict may be justified since courts are
not in some cases sufficiently legitimised or institutionally powerful to shift from national
constitutional supremacy to supremacy of EU law. At the same time it has also been emphasised
that the proper question therefore is not which court shall decide (the ECJ or a national
constitutional court), but how far law is capable to reconcile the conflict. However, it is not only
to question what the boundaries of law are but also what are the most efficient and legitimized
institutions to make such decisions instead (or besides) courts. The question of a proper
institutional analysis arises; nevertheless it is interconnected with the former: the limits of law
may determine the institution called to act in the case of the conflict. What we must keep in mind,
the institutional choice is being made already when the court interprets the law and determines its
limits. If the court finds impossible to reconcile apparent conflict by way of interpretation, it
simultaneously defers its decision to political process, thus makes the choice.
There is inherent danger in this possibility given to courts: they can escape their institutional role
of arbiters in disputes arising in law and fail in their mission to create coherent and consistent
legal order. Indeed, it is very easy to say: “it is not for me to decide”. In this respect the
Tribunal’s justification for its choice is too short. It is based on a kind of judicial restraint, since
the Tribunal argues that limiting effects of its decision prospectively would mean that it does not
directly affect the sphere of politics and international law, where the state is represented by the
President.129 However, if taken seriously, it would be always a case for this “judicial restraint”, if
the reason for deference to the political process would be that politics or international law is
affected by Tribunal’s decision-making.
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IV Conclusion
It would be too easy to say that the Tribunal did not understand EU law when it denied primacy
or even supremacy of EU law over the Polish Constitution. European legal order is not
hierarchically organized around the Treaties, and if we admit pluralism, we must be also prepared
that irresolvable conflicts sometimes occur. The Tribunal’s gestures towards EU law, which show
that for this court the supreme law of land remains the Polish Constitution, only show that new
Member States may pose new challenges to traditional EU law scholarship which has understood
non-acceptance of the doctrine of supremacy by national constitutional courts as something
pathological, which should be cured by instant influence of the European integration.130 How
threatening or conversely how beneficial these gestures will be for the whole European
constitutionalism and our understanding of European law will be seen only after some period of
time, when we see actual impact of the Tribunal’s vision of pluralism in every-day practice of
Polish courts and politicians.
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